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Abstract
The research on off-line electronic cash(e-cash) schemes has drawn
much attention since Chaum etc [8] presented the first off-line anonymous electronic cash scheme in 1988. However, anonymous electronic
cash schemes also facilitate fraud and criminal activities [32], such as
money laundering, blackmailing and illegal purchases. Frankel etc [13].
first introduces the concept of fair electronic cash scheme in 1996, fair
off-line e-cash (FOLC) schemes extend off-line anonymous electronic
cash scheme to allow a qualified trust third party(TTP) to revoke the
anonymity of the user under a warrant. The research on FOLC scheme
has been one of the hottest topics on electronic cash since then.
In this thesis, we propose two off-line fair E-cash schemes: a fair
e-cash protocol with the limited power of TTP and a fair e-cash system
without TTP.
We first present a fair e-cash scheme with the limited power of TTP,
which is normally used in several fair e-cash systems in order to conduct tracing mechanism. Generally user should send his withdrawal
information to TTP before he withdraws the money from bank. In our
protocol, bank first gives the signature on user’s coin by using the blind
i

signature protocol. After TTP verifies the validity of the e-coin, and
ensures that each dubious coin and user can be traced if required. He
gives his signature in the e-coin, which means he has the traceability
for each e-cash during tracing protocol. So there are two signatures on
a coin: The signature of the bank ensures that no entity is able to forge
a coin, and the signature of the TTP ensures that each dubious user
and coin can be traced with the cooperation of bank. We make the
interaction between user and TTP after the withdrawal protocol, then
TTP only knows information about coin. In this protocol TTP can’t
trace user’s identity by himself. Even if he has the coin of user, there is
not linkage to user’s identity. and in case of coin tracing, since coin is
provided by user anonymously, without bank or user’s help, TTP can’t
distinguish which coin will be illegal. The tracing mechanism only can
be carried out under the cooperation of bank’s. The misuse of tracing
mechanism of TTP can be prevented.
In our second e-cash system, an ID-based distributed “magic ink”
signature is introduced to build a fair e-cash system without TTP. IDbased signature simplifies the certification of public key of bank, the
bilinear pairings used to construct ID-based signature also reduces the
size of public keys of signers. The fairness of our e-cash system is satisfied by the distributed “magic ink” signature, which gives the user a
blind signature on his coin during withdrawal protocol to protect user’s
privacy, and detects any prefect crimes later. The tracing mechanism
can be implemented without the help of TTP, in case of the tracing
information are distributed by a set of signers of the bank through a
(n, n) threshold secret sharing, only under the cooperation of n signers
of bank the tracing protocol can achieve. The bank’s tracing ability
is well controlled. The additional computation and communications of
TTP are omitted, the misbehavior of tracing, which is undesired by the
user and the bank are prevented.
ii

The security analysis and comparisons of our protocols are also discussed.
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I. Introduction
1.1

Electronic Cash System

As an important electronic payment system, electronic cash (or e-cash)
system obtains more and more consideration due to the wild application
and rapid development of electronic commerce in e-society. It can be
considered as an imitation of analog money, but more convenient and
economical.
In the early stage of designing an e-cash system, protecting user’s
privacy is a basic requirement. The anonymity of user in e-cash was
firstly achieved by Chaum’s paper [8]. Compared with on-line e-cash
system, which means that during payment protocol bank should be online to cooperate with merchant, An off-line system is more efficient.
The research on off-line electronic cash schemes has drawn much attention since Chaum etc. presented the first off-line anonymous electronic
cash scheme [7] in 1988. However, anonymous electronic cash schemes
also facilitate fraud and criminal activities [32], such as money laundering, blackmailing and illegal purchases. Frankel etc. first introduced
the concept of fair off-line electronic cash(FOLC) scheme [13] in 1996,
FOLC schemes extend off-line anonymous electronic cash scheme to allow a qualified trust third party(TTP) to revoke the anonymity of the
user under a warrant. The research on FOLC scheme has been one of
the hottest topics on electronic cash since then. In such kind of system, a tracing mechanism, which consists of owner tracing protocol and
coin tracing protocol to prevent money laundering and blackmailing
respectively, was added to achieve fairness requirement. Recently several schemes were gradually proposed to improve fairness and efficiency,
1

most of them need the cooperation of TTP for tracing, but the extra
computation and communication cost of TTP are not desirable to both
user and bank, and the misuse of tracing ability from TTP is hard to
prevent or detect, So designing a fair off-line e-cash system with limited
power of TTP or without TTP is discussed in our thesis respectively.
According to the properties of fair off-line e-cash system, we propose
two fair e-cash systems.

1.2

Our Contribution

In our thesis, we study on e-cash system, specially on fair off-line e-cash
system. We also provide two schemes to give some idea about designing
fair off-line e-cash system. The summarizations of our contribution are
as follows:
A fair e-cash scheme based on the limited power of TTP
Normally, in a fair e-cash system, a TTP is used to ask user to send
some information related with his identity before withdrawal protocol,
so that the tracing mechanism can be cooperated by bank and TTP.
But if TTP holds the valid coin of user, even he can make tracing mechanism by himself, specially in user tracing protocol. This kind of misuse
tracing is undetectable and undesirable to legal user. In order to limit
the illegal tracing power of TTP, we proposed a revocable e-cash system with the limited power of TTP. In our protocol bank first gives
the signature on cash by using the blind signature protocol. After TTP
verifies the validity of the e-coin, and ensures that each e-coin can be
traced if required, TTP gives his signature on the e-coin, which means
that he has the traceability of each coin with cooperation from bank
during tracing protocol. So there are two signatures in a coin: the signature of the bank ensures that no entity is able to forge a coin, and
2

the signature of the TTP achieves that each dubious user and coin can
be traced. We process the interaction between user and TTP after the
withdrawal protocol, then TTP only knows information about coin. In
this protocol TTP can’t trace user’s identity by himself. Even if TTP
has the coin of user, there is not linkage with user’s identity. In case of
coin tracing, since coin is provided by user anonymously, without bank
or user’s help, TTP can’t distinguish which coin will be illegal. So each
tracing only can be carried out under the cooperation of bank. So the
misuse of tracing mechanism of TTP can be prevented.
A fair e-cash without TTP
Most of works in fair e-cash system introduced a TTP to cooperate
with bank during tracing protocol to detect prefect crime. But it also
increases extra computation and communication costs, and the misuse
of tracing is difficult to be detected or prevented. In our scheme, we
suggest a solution to provide a fair off-line e-cash system without the
involvement of TTP, our scheme is constructed on the ID-based “magic
ink” signature, the idea of ID-based signature here is to reduce the certification and management of bank’s public key. Due to the application
of bilinear pairing, the sizes of pubic key of signer smaller. “Magic ink”
signature can provide a receiver a blind signature, which can be revoked
later, Since a single signer’s traceability can’t be controlled, we use a
(n, n) threshold security sharing scheme to distribute the tracing information in n signers, so if we use this property in a fair e-cash system,
bank can give the user a blind signature on his coin to keep his privacy,
the prefect crime is detected by n distinguished signers of bank, but
they should work together to revoke the tracing information, so that
the traceability is well controlled. Our scheme avoids the additional
costs and prevents the misuse tracing of TTP, the smaller size of public
key also save the storage resource of user.
3

1.3

Organization of Thesis

We introduce overview of e-cash System and related works, as well as
some relative basic cryptographic primitives in Chapter II. Chapter III
shows our fair e-cash system based on the limited power of TTP. A
fair e-cash system without TTP is given in chapter IV. The additional
coats are saved, it also can prevent the undetectable tracing without
permission. Final conclusions and future works are made in chapter V.

4

II. Preliminaries
We begin this chapter with an overview of e-cash systems. Then some
properties of fair e-cash system and related works are presented. Finally
we describe basic cryptographic primitives which are used through our
protocols

2.1

Overview of Electronic Cash Systems

2.1.1

Electronic Cash System

A electronic cash system is a set of parties with their interactions, which
conduct a exchange of money between parties.
A typical e-cash system consists of three parties:
• User: purchases goods or services from merchant by using e-cash.
• Merchant: exchanges goods and e-cash with user, and deposits
e-cash to bank.
• Bank: issues e-cash and maintains bank account for users and
merchants.
In some fair e-cash system a trust third party(TTP) is required to help
bank to achieve revocability. Basically there are three protocols included
in a e-cash system: Withdrawal, Payment, and Deposit.
Fig.2.1 shows the basic model of e-cash system.
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Figure 2.1: Basic model of e-cash system

2.1.2

Properties of E-cash System

In designing an efficient ideal e-cash system, several properties are required:
• Anonymity: system should provide anonymities of the coin and
the identity of the user.
• Unforgeability: the valid e-cash can’t be forged by user.
• Double spending prevention: each coin can be only used once,
any double spending should be prevented or detected.
• Divisibility: user can divide one coin to several small piece of
coins, the total value will not be changed.
• Unlinkability: it should be impossible to determine whether any
two coins originate from same user or not.
• On-line versus off-line: the notion on-line and off-line refer to
a property of the payment protocol. In many systems merchant
is required to contact bank before accepting a coin, in this case,
6

the system is called an on-line e-cash system; the communication
between a merchant and bank isn’t efficient. If such a contact is
not required during payment protocol, the system is called off-line.

2.2

Fair E-Cash System and Related Works

In order to let the user get the signature of his message without revealing
his message from signer, Chaum introduced a blind signature [8], which
can be used to protect the privacy of the user. But some malicious
person can abuse such perfect anonymity provided by this scheme to
commit perfect crimes [32]. For those reasons a e-cash system should
achieve anonymity and revocability, which are denoted as fairness.
A tracing mechanism is developed to conduct the revocability. There
are two kinds of tracing protocols: User Tracing Protocol and Coin
Tracing Protocol.
• User Tracing Protocol: The user tracing protocol is used to determine the identity of the user in a specific payment transaction.
In this protocol, bank gives the view of a deposit coin to TTP, and
TTP returns some specific information, which allows the bank to
identify the user through the database of user account. Money
laundering can be prevented from detecting the identity of the
illegal user in this protocol.
• Coin Tracing Protocol: The coin tracing protocol is considered to determine the e-coin in deposit protocol. Bank gives TTP
user’s withdrawal information, and TTP returns some information, which enables bank to find and freeze the corresponding
coin in deposit transaction. Blackmailer normally forces some legal user to withdraw some anonymity coin for him, so that he

7

can use it without being detected, but with the withdrawal report of the victim; the blackmailing crime can be detected in this
protocol.
Both of two tracing protocols should be provided in a Fair e-cash
system, due to different crime cases. For example, if a system just
supports user tracing protocol, when the blackmailing occurs, the TTP
should break all the coins of deposit protocol to find the original coin
in withdraw protocol, on the contrary if a system just provides coin
tracing, in order to prevent money laundering TTP should break all
the coin of withdrawal protocol. Due to the absence of each tracing
mechanism contradicts selectivity requirement of the fair e-cash system
; user tracing and coin tracing protocol must be included together.
Many fair anonymity schemes are suggested, by using different technologies, such as: fair blind signature [9, 11, 33], indirect discourse
proofs [13], magic ink signature [1, 19], group signature [35, 38], and
message authentication code [20], and etc [34].
Brickell [5] and Stadler [33] independently introduced a tracing mechanism based on trust third party(TTP) in e-cash system, with the help
of TTP, bank can reveal the anonymity of some special user to prevent
or detect the perfect crime.
Brickell proposed two ideas in his paper, one is based on Schorr blind
signature scheme, which needs the interactive proof between bank and
TTP, the other idea is based on RSA blind signature and cut-and-choose
protocol. Stadler introduced the conception of fair blind signature, this
scheme develops the e-cash system by Chaum etc. However, in Brickell
and Stadler’s schemes only user tracing is achieved, also the TTP should
be online, the efficiency is a little high. Jacksson and Yung [18] introduced the notion of “challenge semantics” to prevent the revealing of
private signature key of bank, but in this scheme TTP still needs to be
8

online during withdrawal and payment protocol. Later Camenish [9] introduced the coin tracing mechanism in e-cash system, also Frankel [13]
independently proposed a off-line fair e-cash system. In their works,
TTP is not online, but complex modular exponential computation is
required, so the efficiency also needs to be improved. Davida etc [11]
provided a off-line revocable e-cash scheme based on schnorr blind signature, TTP is off-line, and it improved the efficiency of user and coin
tracing by using proof of equality of logarithms.
The idea of trusted third party tracing was abandoned by recent
approaches [34, 29, 21] for fair e-cash systems, but they only protect
against blackmailing and lack support for coin and owner tracing. In [22,
23] show that coin and owner tracing also can be implemented without
any trusted third party by introducing an audit concept. But these
payment systems require the bank to be on-line at payment protocol.
kügler in his paper [24] shows that coin and owner tracing can be
implemented off-line without any trusted third party, he proposed a
concept of auditable tracing, which means that user can detect whether
his spent coins have been traced or not and whether this tracing has
performed with the permission of a judge or the user him self at a certain
of time. This scheme provides better protection of user’s privacy than
unconditional TTP based tracing.

2.3

Cryptographic Background

In this section we introduce some cryptographic primitives used in upcoming protocols. The central concept to construct secure schemes is
based on number-theoretic hard problems, which means attacker is difficult to solve those problems in polynomial time or needs to spend
expensive resource to break the schemes in a certain period.

9

2.3.1

The Discrete Logarithm Problem

The difficulty of computing discrete logarithm is a foundation for the
work presented in this thesis. We give a definition for this problem,
please refer to the paper [25] for more detail.
Definition 2.3.1 The discrete logarithm problem(DLP) is the following: given a finite cyclic group G, a generator g of G, and an element
α, find the integer x, 0 ≤ x ≤ |G| − 1, such that α = g x holds.

2.3.2

Bilinear Pairing

Bilinear paring namely the Weil pairing and Tate pairing of algebraic
curves was first used to analyze the discrete logarithm problem in cryptography, such as MOV attack [26] and FR attack [14]. Now a variety
of cryptographic applications based on bilinear pairing [3, 4, 17, 36] are
proposed, it is also introduced to construct several ID-based signature
schemes [6, 16, 28, 37].
We assume G1 and G2 are two cyclic groups of order q for a large
prime q, G1 is an additive group and G2 is a multiplicative group, A
map is a bilinear pairing, if it satisfies following properties:
1. Bilinear: e(P1 + P2 , Q) = e(P1 , Q)e(P2 , Q) and e(P, Q1 + Q2 ) =
e(P, Q1 )e(P, Q2 ).
2. Non-degenerate: there exits P, Q ∈ G1 , e(P, Q) 6= 1.
3. Computability: If P, Q ∈ G1 , there exists an efficient algorithm
to compute e(P, Q).
We can find following arithmetic hard problems in G1 :
Definition 2.3.2 Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP): It means that if
there are two groups Q and P , it is difficult to find an integer n, which
can satisfy P = nQ.
10

Definition 2.3.3 Decision Diffle-Hellman Problem (DDHP): Given P ,
aP , bP , cP , and a, b, c ∈ Zq∗ , determine whether c ≡ ab mod q.
Definition 2.3.4 Computational Diffle-Hellman Problem (CDHP): Given
P , aP , bP , a, b ∈ Zq∗ , computes abP .
Definition 2.3.5 Gap Diffle-Hellman Problem (GDHP): A class of problems, when the DDHP is easy, but the CDHP is hard.
We let CDHP and DLP are intractable, that means there is no polynomial time algorithm to solve CDHP and DLP with nonnegligible probability. We call a group G a Gap Diffle-Hellman group, when the DDHP
is easy and CDHP is hard on that group. Such group can be found on
supersingular elliptic curves or hyperelliptic curves over finite field, and
the bilinear pairing can be derived from the Weil or Tate pairing.

2.3.3

Digital Signature

The digital signature involves only two parties: signer and user. It is
assumed that the user knows the public key of the signer. A digital
signature is formed by encrypting the entire message with the sender’s
private key or by encrypting a hash code of the message with sender’s
private key.
A digital signature consists of a triple algorithm (G, S, V )
Definition 2.3.6 Key generation algorithm G is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm, which inputs a security parameter and outputs a
pair (p, s) of a public key and a private key.
Definition 2.3.7 The signing algorithm S is a probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm, which inputs a secret key s, a message m to be signed
and outputs a signature of a message σ(m).
11

Definition 2.3.8 A verification algorithm V is a deterministic polynomial tim algorithm, which inputs a public p a message m and a signature
σ(m) and outputs accept/reject.

2.3.4

Blind Signature

Blind signature is a special type of signature, which is introduced by
chaum in 1982. The goal of blind signature is to prevent the signer from
observing the original message of user and the resulting signature, so he
can’t link the signature with user.
A blind digital signature scheme consists three steps described as
follows.
• There is a probabilistic polynomial time key generation algorithm,
which inputs a security parameter and outputs a pair (p, s) of a
public key and a private key.
• User blinds his original messagem to m0 and sends m0 to signer, the
Signer uses his private S to signs the message m0 , and transfers
this signature to user.
• User computers signer’s valid signature on m by unblinding the
signature on m0

2.3.5

Hash Function

A way of authentication is to sign each transmitted message digitally,
but digital signature is costly procedures and its’ size must be efficient
for message transmission. In order to solve this problem, the sender can
compute and sign a hash of each message and the receiver can compute
the hash again and verify the signature.

12

The role of a hash function is to compress its input, so that none
can efficiently find two inputs that compress to the same string. There
are several features of hash functions show as follows:
• It is a Compression algorithm, which inputs a arbitrary bitlength
of number x, output a fixed bitlength of number y.
• It is a one-way function, which by given a y = h(x), it is infeasible
to find x.
• It guarantees that given a value x it is computationally infeasible
to find a y 6= x such that h(x) = h(y).
Hash function is major building block for several cryptographic protocols including pseudorandom generators, digital signatures, and message authentication.

13

III. A Fair E-cash System Based On the
Limited Power of TTP
3.1

The Approach of Our Protocol

The solution of controlling the anonymity is the involvement of the
Trusted Third Party(TTP), which can revoke the anonymity of the user
or the coin with the cooperation of bank to detect the prefect crime.
Bank doesn’t has any power to reveal user’s privacy. Normally, such
system can provide revocability from two kinds of tracing mechanisms,
user tracing and coin tracing. User tracing is for identifying the owner
of the coin; coin tracing is for identifying the coin. Both of them should
be included in a revocable e-cash system to handle different crimes and
achieve the system requirement of selectivity.
But the unlimited tracing power of TTP is difficult to control, for
example, if TTP gets the coin, he can trace the identity of user by
himself. Those misuse of tracing from TTP may break the legal user’s
privacy. In this chapter, we propose a new revocable e-cash system with
the limited power of TTP. By changing the convention protocol process,
we try to limit the information that TTP can collect from user, so the
tracing can’t be done without help from bank. Finally we also verify
the security requirements.

3.2

Requirements of Our Scheme

Usually there are four participants in an anonymity controlled e-cash
system, which are user(U ), bank(B ), merchant(M ) and TTP; both user
14

and merchant can have a bank account beforehand. There are five protocols consist in this system, three of them are the same as the anonymity
e-cash system: a withdraw protocol which user withdraws electronic
coin from bank, a payment protocol which user pays the electronic coin
to merchant, and a deposit protocol which merchant deposits his electronic coins to the bank. In addition anonymity controlled e-cash system
contains two extra protocols acted between bank and TTP: user tracing
and coin tracing.
There are 5 requirements of our fair e-cash system, which is described
as follows:
• Anonymity: System should provide anonymity of the coin and the
identity of the legal user, along with the detection of the double
spending.
• Revocation: Due to the prefect crime of the unconditional anonymity
e-cash system, TTP should reveal the anonymity of either the coin
or the identity of the user.
• Limitation of the tracing: Only TTP has the privilege of tracing
the coin and the user’s identity, they should not have the ability
of forging the valid coin or impersonating a user.
• No framing: In case of the collusion between bank and TTP, a
fair e-cash system should ensure that bank could not impersonate
a legal user and his/her activities.
• Selectivity: The revocation only can be done under the warrant of
an authorized judge, the anonymity of the other legal user, even
different transaction of the same user should be protected.

15

3.3

Our Scheme

In conventional anonymity controlled e-cash system, user should first
register to TTP, and TTP embeds the tracing information into the ecoin, and then user withdraws money from bank and gets bank’s valid
blind signature at the same time. Contrary to the previous protocols,
in our scheme bank first gives the signature on user’s coin by using
the blind signature protocol. After TTP verifies the validity of the ecoin, and ensures that each e-coin can be traced if required, he gives his
signature on the e-coin, which means he has the traceability to revoke
each dubious coin or identity of user during tracing protocol. So there
are two signatures in a coin: The signature of the bank ensures that no
entity is able to forge a coin, and the signature of the trustee ensures
that each dubious user and coin can be traced. bank can trace the coin
or the user only under the help of TTP, and the privacy of honest users
will be protected. Further the tracing power of TTP is controlled.

3.3.1

System Setup

System Parameters:
A large prime p and a large number q such that q|p − 1. A generator
g of a subgroup Gq of the multiplicative group Zp∗ .
User and TTP independently create DSA signature system using
system parameters, they select xu , xttp ∈ Gq randomly as their private
keys, then calculate hu = g xu and http = g xttp as their public keys and
publish them respectively.
Bank creates blind DSA signature system by selecting xb ∈ Gq randomly as his private key, and calculates as his public key hb = g xb and
publishes it.
We use DSA(m) to express the DSA signature of entity on the mes-
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sage m , and V erDSA(m) to express the DSA verification algorithm by
using entity’s DSA public key.
Count Open:
User and merchant open their accounts in bank, and get their identities.

3.3.2

Withdrawal Protocol

Withdrawal protocol contains two steps, first, user gets the blind signature form bank, and second, user gets the signature from TTP:
Step 1
• User should prove his identity to bank; user sends his e-cash requirement , which denotes:
withdrawal require|| 80bits random string|| time. and provides
his signature on m, which is Su = DSAu (m) by his DSA private
key. then user sends the pair(m, Su ) to bank.
• Bank verifies user’s signature by V erDSA(Su , m).
• Bank uses blind DSA signature to sign the e-coin, selects r ∈ Zq∗
and calculates R = g r mod p with his signature Tb = DSAb (R)
and sends them to user, and stores R linked with user’s ID as a
pair (R, IDu , m, Su ).
• User establishes a coin c and lets ∆ denote as the money value
user wants to withdraw and the valid payment period, which can
be accepted by bank, then he selects α, β ∈R Zq∗ , calculates R0 =
Rα g β mod P , and blinds cash date by computing c0 = αc(R0 ||∆)−1
mod q, then sends c0 to bank.
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• Then bank computes c00 = c0 H(R||∆) and S 0 = rc00 + Rx( b) mod
q and forwards s0 and c00 to user.
• User verifies the signature based on following equations:
0

00

g s = Rc hH(R||∆)
u
c00 = c0 H(R||∆)
• After the verification passes, user computes
S = S 0 (R0 ||∆)H(R||∆)−1 + βc mod q.
The Pair (S, R0 ) is user’s valid cash signature, which is dedicated
as Sb .
The protocol is shown in Fig.3.1.
Step 2
• User should send (c, R, Tb , Sb , SKREP [α, β : R0 = Rα g β ]) to TTP,
here SKREP [α, β : R0 = Rα g β ] is a signature of knowledge of a
representation of R to the bases R0 and g, on this signature refer
to [10].
Then TTP should check verDSAb (R, Tb ) and verify the signature
of blinded coin through the equation
−(R0 ||∆)

g s hb

= R0c

After this, TTP sends user Sttp = DSAttp (c) by his DSA private
key and as the same time records the pair (R, c) . So finally the
e-cash can be expressed as follow: (∆, c, Sb , Sttp ).

3.3.3

Payment Protocol

After verifying the signatures (Sb , Sttp ) of bank and TTP on e-coin c,
merchant will accept the user’s coin and transfer the goods to user.
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User

Bank

m
Su = DSAu (m)

(m, Su )

-

ri ∈R Zq∗
R = gr


Tb = DSAb (R)

(R, T )

α, β ∈R Zq∗
R0 = Rα g β
c0 = αc(R0 ||∆)−1

c0

-

c00 = c0 H(R||∆)


(S 0 , c00 )

S 0 = rc00 + H(R||∆)

S = S 0 (R0 ||∆)H(R||∆)−1
+αβ
(S, R0 )

Figure 3.1: Withdrawal protocol

3.3.4

Deposit Protocol

Bank holds a record of spent cash to prevent double spending of e-cash.
After receiving coin = (∆, c, Sb , Sttp ) from merchant for deposit, bank
will verify the validate of the coin, and then check whether the coin has
been double spent, if not, bank will deposit the cash to the merchant’s
account.
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3.3.5

User Tracing Protocol

The illegal activities such as money laundering, illegal purchase and
double spending can be traced by user tracing protocol. Bank sends
e-coin to TTP. Then, TTP finds the R, which is linked with c, and
sends R to bank. Based on the previous database saved in withdrawal
protocol, bank can find the corresponding user from his database.

3.3.6

Coin Tracing Protocol

When blackmailing occurs, bank and TTP should find the coin. After
withdrawal protocol blackmailed user should send his identity IDu to
bank, according to the database of (R, IDu , m, Su ), bank finds R and
passes it to TTP. TTP finds the corresponding c and sends it to bank,
then bank can determine and freeze the money.
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3.4

Security Analysis

Correctness
We prove the correctness of bank’s blind signature as follows:
−(R0 ||∆)

g S hb

0

0

−1 +βc

−(R0 ||∆)

=

g S (R ||∆)H(R||∆)

=

g [(rc

=

g rc

00 (R0 ||∆)H(R||∆)

=

g rc

00 (R0 ||∆)H(R||∆)−1

=

g rc (R ||∆)H(R||∆)H(R||∆) g βc

=

g rc (R ||∆) g βc

=

g rcα(R ||∆)

=

g rcα g βc

=

(Rα g β )c

=

R0c

00 +H(R||∆)x

0

0

0

0

b )](R

hb

0 ||∆)H(R||∆)−1
0

−(R0 ||∆) βc

hb

g

0

g xb (R ||∆) g −xb (R ||∆) g βc
g βc
−1

0

−1 (R0 ||∆)

g βc

Anonymity for legal user
The identity of a legal user is anonymous and cannot be linked with the
e-cash. However, one who makes a double spending will be traced only
by bank. For a legal user, the DSA blind signature will be used when he
withdraws e-coin from bank, so that the bank know nothing about the
e-coin, and can not trace the e-cash from the deposit protocol. When
user makes payment transaction, merchant can only verify the user’s
e-cash.
Revocation
TTP records each (R, c) in withdrawal step, and the Tb ensure that R
is linked with user’s ID by bank, and SKERP [α, β : R0 = Rα g β ] guarantees R sent by bank is actually used in blind DSA signature of bank
on coin. when a tracing requirement is requested, he can easily find out
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the tracing information and provides it to bank, either user tracing and
coin tracing achieves.
Money Value and Payment Period
During withdrawal protocol, Bank should make sure that the value of
money of valid electronic cash is same as the value, which is required
by user. So that user can’t over spend the money. In our protocol we
denote ∆ as the value of money and payment period. value of money
dedicates the money user wants to withdraw, and the payment period
dedicates the valid payment time that the money can be spent, because
if some person double spent dead person’s coin, even we handle this by
user tracing mechanism, the malicious person’s identity still can’t be
revealed. Bank embeds ∆ in his blind signature on user’s coin, the user
first can check whether bank give the correct information about money
value and payment period on his coin, from verifying c00 = c0 H(R||∆) ,
any modification in money value or payment period is detectable by user
in withdrawal protocol. A valid e-cash in our system should include c;
∆, and Sb , so in payment protocol and deposit protocol, both merchant
and bank can verify the validity of e-coin by the public key of bank’s
blind signature, also they can check the value of money and the period
of payment based on ∆ linked with coin. If user makes any cheating to
modify the value of money or changes the period of payment, the value
of ∆ will be different from original one, the changed value denoted as
−(R0 ||∆)

∆0 can’t pass the verification equation: g s hb

= R0c . So both bank

and user must make honest information on the value of money and payment period, otherwise any cheating will be detected.
No framing
Even bank colludes with TTP, he cannot frame a legitimate user, because they cannot obtain the user’s secret key xu so that they cannot
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get the withdrawal counterfeit with the user’s signature. If bank forges
a cash of the user to fraud him, user can easily detect this by checking
the payment records on his account. The counterfeit in the records corresponds a certain of cash, while forging a counterfeit means the bank
can forge the user’s signature. This is similar to in physical world, the
bank must answer for that others withdraw your money without checking up the identity of the withdrawer.
Selectivity
The revocable information is linked with each user’s specific coin per
withdrawal time, only when bank gives some requirement and information for tracing, TTP may help him to trace the user or the cash, the
other user’s privacy is kept secret.
Unforgeability
If an illegal user tries to forge a valid e-coin, he must generate a valid
blind signature of bank, since a public key pair of bank is (xb , g xb ) , and
solving a discrete logarithm problem under group is infeasible. Then
the probability for an attack to get the secret of bank is 1/q , if q is
larger, We can say the forgeability is impossible.
Limited Power of TTP
In this scheme, the tracing power of TTP is controlled. In some previous
scheme, TTP know the identity of user’s, if he get the coins, he can make
illegal tracing by himself, but in our protocol, TTP get the information
after user’s withdraw the money from bank, if user can provide a valid
signature from bank, he doesn’t need to reveal his identity to TTP, then
his signature can be signature by TTP anonymously. The information
he gets from user is not enough to make tracing. Tracing mechanism
can be achieved only after bank sends linked tracing information to
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him. Also we can let it be tamper resistant equipment over Internet, it
works 24 hours a day only with the abilities of verification, signature,
and tracing, then the tracing power of TTP can be limited in legal
activities.

3.5

Summary

Obviously due to requirement of being similar to analog money and
detecting perfect crime, we provided a fair e-cash system with limited
TTP in this chapter. Since in previous schemes it is difficult to prevent
misuse of TTP, we change the protocol process to limit the tracing
information, which TTP can get from user, The tracing mechanism
only can be achieved with the help of bank, the security requirements
of the proposed scheme are also analyzed.
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IV. A Fair E-cash System without TTP
4.1

Our Model and Assumption

Payment systems with TTP can provide both tracing mechanisms efficiently, but also have several shortcomings. Firstly, the involvement of
TTP spends additional computation and communication costs, which
both bank and merchants are not willing to pay. Also the misbehavior
of tracing by TTP is difficult to be detected.
In this chapter, we introduce a fair e-cash system without TTP.
We used the ID-based distributed “magic ink” signature to implement
withdrawal protocol. The advantage of ID-based signature is the simplification of key distribution and certification management; a signer
can directly use his identity as his public key instead of an arbitrary
number, thus at the same time he can prove his identity rather than
providing a certificate from CA. We combined the conception of “magic
ink” to achieve the requirement of tracing. The “magic ink” signature
provides a revocable anonymity solution, which means that the signer
has some capability to revoke a blind signature to investigate the original user in case of abnormal activity, while keeping the legal user’s
privacy anonymous. A single signer of the bank in “magic ink” signature can easily trace the original user or coin of e-cash without any
limitation; this scheme can’t satisfy anonymity for a legal user in e-cash
system, so we use n signers of the bank to sign the message through a
(n, n) threshold secret sharing to distribute the commitment during the
signature procedure, single signer’s revocability is limited, only under
the agreement and cooperation of a set of n singers, the user’s identity
can be discovered.
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Physically “magic ink” signature can be described as follows: a user
writes some message on an envelope using magic ink, simultaneously
this message also is copied on a blank paper through carbon paper in
this envelope, then the signer writes down his signature on the envelope,
this signature also will appear on the inside paper, finally the signer and
user keep the envelop and signed inside paper respectively. Normally
the message is invisible on the envelop, but in some case(criminal activity) signer can discover this invisible message. The “magic ink” signature provides a revocable anonymity solution, which means that the
signer has some capability of revealing a blind signature to investigate
the abnormal activity, whilst keeps the legal action anonymous. The
first “magic ink” signature [19] is based on digital signature standard;
this scheme approaches a revocable anonymity from a set of distributed
servers through threshold cryptosystem instead of the enrollment of the
trust third party in “fair blind signature”. It achieves more security and
availability.
In traditional CA-based public key cryptosystem, each participant
should provide a digital certificate to prove the validity of his identity
and public key; this procedure obviously exhausts huge system resource.
In 1984, Shamir proposed an ID-based encryption and signature scheme
[30], which directly utilizes user’s identity as his public key. So this
scheme could simplify the key distribution and certification management
process.
We suggested an ID-based distributed “magic ink” signature scheme
in a fair off-line e-cash system by combining a distributed “magic ink”
signature with an ID-based signature from bilinear pairing. This scheme
can be used in some revocable e-cash system or credential certificates
applications. In case of a single signer can easily trace the original user
of the message without any limitation; we can use a (n, n) threshold
to share the commitment during the signature procedure. Only under
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the agreement and cooperation of n signers of the bank, the tracing
mechanism can be conducted.
We first introduce the structure and the basic idea of ID-based
“magic ink” signature, and present our scheme by upgrading n signers of banks, finally we give analysis of our protocol.

4.2

ID-Based “Magic Ink” Signature

An ID-based “magic ink” signature scheme consists of three parties and
five steps, which is described as follows:
- Three parties are Trust Authority(TA), signer and receiver.
- Setup is a randomized algorithm, which generates system parameters and a master key by inputting a security parameter to TA.
- In Extract step, TA inputs system parameters, master key and
an arbitrary ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ , and outputs a private key SID . Here
ID is the signer’s identity, which is treated as the signer’s public
key.
- Signature is a signature generation protocol engaged by receiver
and a signer, signer outputs a blind signature, and receiver finally
produces a valid or failed signature. Signer records a signatureview variant in their database to indicate each blind signature.
- Verification is a randomized algorithm that takes message m
with its signature and signer’s identity as an input, and outputs
acceptation or rejection.
- Tracing occurs in case of illegal activities, signer searches his
database of signature-view invariant to find a value, which can be
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linked to the valid signature. From this value, signer can find the
original signature receiver.

4.2.1

Basic Protocol of ID-Based “Magic Ink” Signature

ID-based “magic ink” signature can be thought as a combination of IDbased signature with a revocable blind signature. We will describe the
basic idea of ID-based “magic ink” signature of a single signer. First set
G1 to be a cyclic additive group and G2 to be a multiplicative group,
both of groups have a same prime order q, our scheme is built on GDHP
Group . We view the bilinear map as e : G1 × G1 → G2 .
At the beginning of this protocol, the TA operates Setup and Extract, during the generation of private key of the signer, we can use n
TA with a (n, n) threshold security sharing to share the master key, in
order to control the power of TA.
Setup
Let P be a generator of G1 , randomly choose a number s ∈ Zq∗ as a
master key of trust authority, set Ppub = sP . Construct two cryptographic hash functions H : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 . Then
the system parameters are : {q, P, Ppub , G1 , G2 , e, H, H1 }.
Extract
Assume that the signer’s identity is his ID, we can calculate the public
key as QID = H1 (ID), and the private key of signer is SID = sQID .
Signature

• The signer randomly chooses a number r ∈ Zq∗ , and computers
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R = rP , then sends R to the receiver.
• A number a ∈ Zq∗ will be chosen randomly by receiver as a blind
factor, then receiver computes t = e(aPpub , R) and c = H(m, t)
with his message m, sends blinded c by computing c0 = a−1 c mod
q to signer.
• After receiving c0 , signer uses his private key SID to produce the
blind signature by computing S 0 = c0 SID + rPpub , and sends the
S 0 to the receiver.
• S 0 is unblinded by factor a, then the final signature of message m
is (S, t, m), where S = S 0 a.
The protocol is showed in Fig.4.1.

Receiver

Signer
r ∈R Zq∗

a

∈R Zq∗



R = rP

R

t = e(aPpub , R)
c = H(m, t)
c0 = a−1 c (mod q)



c0

-

S 0 = c0 SID + rPpub

S0

S = S 0a
Figure 4.1: ID-based “magic ink” signature protocol
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Verification
Receiver can verify whether the signature is valid or not by using signer’s
public key to check:
e(S, P ) = e(QID , Ppub )H(m,t) t.
Receiver accepts the signature, if the above equation holds.
Tracing
Let (c−1 S) identifies a valid signature (m, t, S), and (c0 , S 0 ) can be viewed
by the signer during the signature session, so it can be noted as a
signature-view invariant. In each signature, we have c0−1 S 0 = c−1 S,
since:
c0−1 S 0 = c−1 a × Sa−1 = c−1 S.
From a valid signature (m, t, S), signer can easily calculate c−1 S, here
c = H(m, t). So if any illegal receiver needs to be discovered, signer can
compare the value of c−1 S with the database of signature-view invariant.
If signer can find the same value in the database, the original receiver
can be identified.
In the ID-based single signer “magic ink” signature, signer can easily
get the signature-view invariant during the signature session to trace the
original receiver without any limitation.

4.3

Our Protocols

In our fair e-cash system, we can treat bank as signers, and user as a
receiver, during the withdrawal protocol, user first randomly chooses a
message m as his e-coin, and gets the valid ID-based distributed “magic
ink” signature to his coin from bank, bank assigns n different parties to
sign this coin and as the same time stores each part of signature-view
variant to their database. During payment protocol, a merchant simply
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verifies whether the coin is valid or not by checking bank’s signature.
If the coin is valid, the merchant will deposit it to bank. When bank
detects some illegal activities such as blackmailing or money laundering. He can search the database of signature-view invariant to find the
corresponding user. Also if bank cooperates with user, he can act coin
tracing to calculate the final coin and signature. But because of the
use of distributed signature, the revocability of bank is limited, Only
under the cooperation of all n parties, bank can get the signature-view
invariant. In some previous fair e-cash system scheme, a trust third
party(TTP) was used to send the pseudonym in signature put by user
during the signature procedure to bank, in order to help bank to make
tracing, but our scheme doesn’t need the enrollment of the TTP. It obviously reduces the protocol complexity and saves the system resource,
as well as enhance the security level.
Since the single signer can’t support privacy requirement, so we introduce a threshold scheme to the fair e-cash system. the goal of threshold cryptography is to replace one signer of a bank during withdrawal
protocol to a group of signers of bank to share the same secret. We will
provide a (n, n) threshold scheme by modifying our previous construction in a single signer case, which means a signer will be replaced by n
signers in a way that key generation and signature generation require
collaboration of at least n singers of the bank, whilst no subgroup of
less than n participants can forge a signature.
We assume during the withdrawal protocol, the valid coin must be
signed with the cooperation of n signers of the bank. We set n signers to individually sign the coin through using their own private keys
and send them to user through point-to-point communication, and user
combines those signatures to an ID-based “magic ink” signature and
gets his valid coin. The advantage of ID-based distributed “magic ink”
signature is that it can hide the signature-view invariant to each signer
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of the bank, also it satisfies the original ID-based blind signature requirement. So without the agreement and cooperation of n signers,
the coin can’t be revoked. The protocol of the fair e-cash system from
ID-based distributed “magic ink” signature is described as follow:
Set G1 as a cyclic additive group and G2 as a multiplicative group,
both of groups have a same prime order q. We view the bilinear group
as e : G1 × G1 → G2 .
Computation and Communication
We assume: there are a set of n signers in bank, all of them are
polynomial-time randomized Turing Machines. In communication model,
we also assume: any user can build point to point communication channel with each signer through a secure channel. An adversary can corrupt
up to n − 1 among the n signers.
Setup
Let P be a generator of G1 , randomly choose a number s ∈ Zq∗ as a
master key of trust party, set Ppub = sP . Construct two cryptographic
hash functions H : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 . Then the
system parameters are : {q, P, Ppub , G1 , G2 , e, H, H1 }.
Extract
Assume each signer’s identity is IDi . We can express the public key of
each signer as: QIDi = H1 (IDi ), and the private key of signer is SIDi =
P
sQIDi , so the public key of the bank is QID = ni=1 QIDi , i = 1, 2...n.
Withdrawal Protocol

• n signers obtain a (n, n) secret sharing (r1 , r2 , . . . rn ) of a ranP
domly chosen number r ∈ Zq∗ by letting r = ni=1 ri , each signer
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computes Ri = ri P , and sends Ri to user.
• User computers R =

Pn

i=1

Ri , a integer a ∈ Zq∗ is chosen randomly

by user as a blind factor. User computes t = e(aPpub , R) and
c = H(m, t) with his coin m , sends blinded c by computing
c0 = a−1 c mod q to each signer.
• Each signer individually generates the signature Si0 = c0 SIDi +
ri Ppub , and secretly sends it to receiver.
• After receiving all the signature Si0 , user combines those signature
P
P
to get blinded signature S 0 , where S 0 = ni=1 Si0 = c0 ni=1 SIDi +
Pn
0
0
i=1 ri Ppub . then user unblinds the S by computing S = S a, so
the (S, t, m) will be the valid coin.
Fig.4.2 shows the withdrawal protocol.
Bank i

User

ri ∈R Zq∗
R=

Pn

i=1 Ri



Ri = r i P

Ri

a ∈R Zq∗
t = e(aPpub , R)
c = H(m, t)
c0 = a−1 c (mod q)
S0 =

Pn

i=1

Si0



c0

-

Si0 = c0 SIDi + ri Ppub

Si0

S = S 0a

Figure 4.2: Withdrawal protocol
Payment Protocol
After the merchant get the user’s payment, he only needs to verify the
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validity of coin. The verification is similar to the previous verification,
Merchant uses public key QID of bank to check whether it is a valid
coin from equation:
e(S, P ) = e(QID , Ppub )H(m,t) t

If above equation is hold, merchant will accept user’s coin.
Deposit Protocol
At the time that merchant tries to deposit his coin to bank, bank firstly
should check the validity of coin by verifying the signature of coin. Then
bank needs to check for double spending, from his database he can look
for whether there exists a same coin. If he find a same coin, he can
deny the request for deposit, If the coin has not been spent before, he
will store the coin to his database and deposit the money to merchant’s
account.
Tracing Protocol
Since S 0 is blind to each signer of bank, and each Si0 is secretly sent
to user, so any signer can’t know S 0 without cooperating with another
n − 1 signers of bank. Only n signers of bank work together to compute
P
S 0 from S 0 = ni=1 Si0 , then the signature-view invariant will be revoked.
so those cooperation can be controlled by some authority in bank, in
order to prevent the misuse of tracing.
User Tracing Protocol
After deposit protocol bank get the coin (S, t, m) and computes c =
H(t, m), then get the value of Sc−1 , from comparing the value of S 0 c0−1 ,
he can find a equal number, which can refer to the identity of user
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Coin Tracing Protocol
After withdrawal, bank can get the value Sc−1 which refers to the blackmailed coin. So during deposit protocol, bank can easily find the coin.

4.4

Analysis of Our Protocol

Our analysis is mainly focused on the correctness, blindness, unforgeable security, robustness and comparison and efficiency of ID-based distributed “magic ink” signature, since our fair e-cash system is highly
related with this.

4.4.1

Correctness

For the properties of bilinear pairings, we can declare that this is a valid
signature; the proof of verification equation is as follow:
0

e(S, P ) = e(S a, P ) = e(

n
X

Si0 a, P )

i=1

=

n
Y

e(ac0 SIDi + ari Ppub , P )

=

i=1
n
Y

e(cSIDi , P )

e(ari Ppub , P )

i=1

i=1

= e(SID , P )c

n
Y

n
Y

e(aPpub , P )ri

i=1
n
Y
c

= e(sQID , P )

= e(sQID , P )c

i=1
n
Y

e(aPpub , ri P )
e(aPpub , Ri )

i=1

= e(sQID , P )c e(aPpub , R) = e(QID , sP )c t
= e(QID , Ppub )H(m,t) t
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4.4.2

Blindness Revocability

Under the requirement of protecting legal user’s privacy, this scheme
basically can achieve blindness, because the coin sent to n signers of
the bank will be blinded previously by randomly chosen integer a ∈ Zq∗
and each signer just signs the blinded cion c0 , after receiving the blinded
signature, the user can unblind this signature by using blind factor a
and get the valid signature, but the signer can’t find any relationship
between S 0 and S, signer just has a probability of 1/q to correctly guess
the unblinded signature, so we can say this scheme is blind.

4.4.3

Revocable Anonymity

A valid magic ink signature means that the scheme should be revocable
anonymity, this scheme also supports such function, so that in a e-cash
system any illegal activities can be traced. each signer receives c0 and
Si0 during withdrawal protocol, when bank needs to trace the identity
of user or coin under legal authority, he can compute the value of Sc−1
from the signature (S, t, m), and compare with the value S 0 c0 −1 from
the cooperation of n signers. Since the signature view invariant, tracing
mechanism can be easily reach. So the revocable property is maintained.
The tracing mechanism of distributed magic ink should be cooperated
by n signers, each signer can’t get S 0 by himself. The revocability of
bank can be well controlled in our e-cash system.

4.4.4

Unforgeable Security

We consider the following fame: assume that an adversary can cooperate
n − 1 signers without loss of generality. Let the identities of these n − 1
signer are QIDi , i = 1, 2...n. So adversary can get SIDi to compute
Si0 . If he can compute SIDn , he can forge a valid ID-based distributed
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DMIS
Number

IDDMIS

of (2n+1)E+ 4m+ 2I 1P+M+2m+1I+

costs(reciever)

(2n − 2)A

Number of cost(each 2E+ 2m+I

3M+ 1A

signer)
Private key size(bit)

160bit

161bit

Public key size(bit)

1024bit

161bit

Threshold

(n, t)

(n, n)

Based Problem

DLP

CDHP

Table 4.1: Comparison with Distributed “Magic Ink” Signature
“magic ink” signature. However it is equivalent to solve CDHP in G1
for computing sH(IDn ) with sP and H(IDn ).

4.4.5

Robustness

If the signature can’t pass the verification, there exists some dishonest
signers. Since each signer should send his partial signature Si0 to the
user, user can check each signature by verifying whether e(Si , P ) =
e(QIDi , Ppub )H(m,t) e(aPpub , Ri ), here Si = Si0 a. If one of the signatures
doesn’t pass, we can declare that this signer made some mistake or
cheating.

4.4.6

Comparison and Efficiency

Jakobsson first proposed a distributed “magic ink” signature [19] in
1997. The comparison with our proposed scheme is showed in Table.4.1
. We denote:
DMIS the distributed “magic ink” signature[19]
IDDMIS the ID-based distributed “magic ink” signature
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M the cost of point multiplication over G1
A the point addition over G1
e the cost of weil pairing computation in G1
m the cost of multiplication over a finite field
E the cost of exponent over a finite field
I the cost of inverse over a finite field
n the number of signers
According to[2, 12], if we let m denote other computations, we have
following relations:
M ≈ 700m; A ≈ 16m; P ≈ 300m; E ≈ 800mI ≈ 20m
From Table 4.1, the total computation costs of each signature can
be presented as follows:
user of DM IS = (2n + 1)800m + 4m + 40m = 1600nm + 844m
user of IDDM IS = 3000m+700m+2m+20m+(2n−2)16m = 3690m+32nm

signer of DM IS = 1600m + 3m = 1603m
signer of IDDM IS = 2100m + 16m = 2116m
First we compare the computation costs of user’s side between two
schemes. From Table.4.2, we can find that if n, which denotes the
number of distributed signers, is not less than 2, the computational
costs in user side of our scheme is lower than previous scheme. If the
system use a mount of distributed signers, our scheme will be more
efficient as the mount of n increases. For example, according to [2], on
PIII 1GHz one multiplication over a finite field costs 0.006 milliseconds,
when n=20, in previous scheme each user takes 197 milliseconds, when
n=20, in previous scheme each user takes 197milliseconds, however our
protocol for each user takes 25milliseconds. For mobil user, who has
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DMIS

IDDMIS

n=2

4044m

3754m

n=3

5644m

3786m

...

...

...

n=10

16844m

4010m

n=20

32844m

4330m

Table 4.2: Computation Comparison between user’s in DMIS and IDDMIS
limited computation resource, this advantage will improve convenience
of wireless application in e-cash system.
In our protocol, each signer should compute 2116m, in DMIS scheme,
each signer should compute 1621m. Since the computation time of
multiplication over a finite field is very quick, so 495m more computation
takes 2.97 milliseconds.
The advantage of our protocol are described as follows:
• Due to the ID-based signature, nsigners of bank can directly use
their identities such as an e-mail address related with their unique
information instead of an arbitrary number. This property simplifies the key distribution and management in our e-cash scheme.
Without been certificated by CA, the public keys of bank can be
directly sent to users and merchants, and users and merchants
don’t have to save any certification of public keys of bank, neither
take the process to authenticate bank’s public keys.
• Bilinear pairings, which is constructed to ID-based signature, reduce public key size. So the users and merchants can save their
storage space for public keys. As a tendency of wireless e-payment
application, e-cash system also should provide service to mobile
user, which has limited communication and computation resource.
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The smaller data storage requirement will be helpful.
• In our fair e-cash system, the revocation can be achieved with
the involvement of TTP. The TTP’s interactions between user
and bank increase the additional communication and computation
costs, which are not desirable to both bank and user. Also any
misuse of tracing by the TTP can’t be detected. In our scheme
the bank also has the power to perform coin and owner tracing.
However the application of tracing is restricted by using (n, n)
threshold security sharing.

4.5

Summary

We proposed a fair off-line e-cash system, which is based on ID-based
distributed “magic ink” signature, it has the ability to reveal the blind
signature give by signer of bank. However revocability limitation also
should be considered, so we introduced a (n, n) threshold secret sharing
to bank’s side by designing (n, n) threshold secret sharing of bank, it
means that the valid signature of each signer is anonymous, even it is
impossible for less than n signers work together to link the signed coin to
original user. Only n signers can reach the revocability. The ID-based
signature also simplifies the public key certification and management,
and makes the size of public key of signer shorter.
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V. Conclusions and Future Works
In this thesis, we studied on a fair off-line e-cash system, first of all
we gave an overview of the e-cash system, including its properties and
security requirements. Specially we emphasized several reasons of applying a fair off-line e-cash system, which not only protects the privacy
of user, but also achieves the requirement of tracing perfect crime in
real e-payment applications. Several previous works on fair e-cash systems also were briefly introduced. We mainly suggested two schemes in
designing a fair off-line e-cash system, and avoided some disadvantages
appeared in related schemes.
We first presented a fair off-line e-cash system with the limited power
of TTP, which is normally used in several fair e-cash systems in order to
conduct tracing mechanism. Generally user should send his withdrawal
to TTP before he withdraws the money from bank, in our protocol,
bank first gives the signature on user’s coin using the blind signature
protocol. Then TTP verifies the validity of the e-coin, and ensures that
each e-coin can be traced if required. After that TTP gives his signature
on the e-coin, which means he has the traceability of each coin during
tracing protocol. So there are two signatures in a coin: The signature
of the bank ensures no entity able to forge a coin, and the signature
of the trustee ensures each dubious user and coin can be traced. The
improvement of our scheme is that the traceability of TTP is controlled.
In order to prevent illegal tracing of TTP, The tracing mechanism only
can by achieved by the cooperation of bank. The privacy of honest users
are protected.
In our second e-cash system without TTP, an ID-based distributed
“magic ink” signature is introduced to achieve fairness, which protects
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legal user’s privacy and prevents prefect crime without the help of TTP.
ID-based signature simplifies the certification of public key of signer,
the certification procedure is skipped, and the storage space also is
saved, those advantage will improve user’s efficiency, specially for wireless users, who have limited communication and computation resources.
The bilinear pairing used to construct ID-based signature also reduces
the size of public keys of signers from banks, public key normally should
be stored by users and merchants to verify the blind signature from
bank, a short length of public key will save uses’s storage resource.
The fairness of our e-cash system is satisfied by the distributed “magic
ink”, which gives the user a blind signature on his coin during withdrawal protocol to protect user’s privacy, and detects any prefect crime
later. The tracing mechanism can be implemented without the help of
TTP, However in case of the tracing information are distributed by a
set of signers of the bank through a (n, n) threshold secret sharing, The
bank’s traceability is well controlled. The additional computation and
communications of TTP, which is undesired by the user and the bank
are skipped, and the misbehavior of tracing is prevented..
In our further works, it is valuable to simulate our protocol to a
practical fair e-cash system, and evaluate the efficiency. We also need
to enhance our protocol proofs in sense of provable security. A better
solution, which preserves all requirements is hopefully to be designed.
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